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Top 5 Living Room
Design Ideas

Let’s be honest there are millions of living room design 
ideas on the internet but everyone wants their special and 

unique living room. Nevertheless, the living room decór 
style is important to create that cozy and welcoming area 

for the main heart of the house. After all, it is a place where 
everyone socializes and spends most of the time together. 

In addition, Insplosion collected the Top 5 Living Room 
Design Ideas.
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Small Living Room Design

Without a doubt, small living room decorating ideas are the 
ones, who need the most attention. How to create perfect 
small living room furniture arrangement, where to find best 
sofa set designs for a small living room? Therefore, we give 

you our favorite inspiration for decorating a small living room.
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Minimalist Living Room

Minimal is an Interior Design style which focuses on functio-
nality, instead of only the aesthetics. Keeping a room simple 
on design and decor can also be a trend. Although, any Inte-

rior Designer would agree – minimalistic design can be a 
challenge. Likewise, any minimalist room must standout with 

each detail complementing its simplicity and elegance.
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Living Room Accessorize

Styling a room means much than just combining some ideas. 
The space designed, the interior design style chosen, what’s 
left to do is the decor and accessorizing. Likewise, Rugs and 
Pillows could complement any room of the house, not an ex-
ception within Living Room design. Also, having pillows and 

rugs within interior decór can choose many different textures 
and fabrics, according to the level of comfort. Decór of fur 

carpets, velvet rugs, or decorative pillows could give you ano-
ther touch to any sitting room design.
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Modern Living Room Ideas

Modern living rooms can in fact just as well be warm, inviting, 
or even cozy. One of these modern living room ideas entails in 
fact not giving up on the frills of an otherwise super cozy, re-

gular living room. Although many ignore the benefit of 
modern style to easily mix with others. Likewise, a contempo-
rary living room could be a stunning touch of your home inte-

rior design. Nevertheless, the mid-century modern living 
room is never going out of fashion, after all, mid-century alre-

ady prooved its beauty and could be already considered a 
classic style.
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Grey Living Room Ideas

Many people are in love with the grey living room design. 
Why? Grey is a moody color you might say, therefore it is easy 

to match and combine with strong colors or contemporary 
decor details. For example, a grey and yellow living room, 
sounds nice? Also, matching interior design with a grey 
couch could create a beautiful living room inspiration.
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